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Your Angels are lighting your way every moment of every day.  There aren’t too 
many things we can be SURE of on our Life Path…but Angels surrounding us at 
every moment is one thing we can be CERTAIN of.

Our Angels can work more powerfully for us when we ask for their assistance.  Our 
guardian Angels of course are always working along side us protecting us from 
potentially harmful scenarios, peoples and relationships.

It is also important to remember that our Angels are particularly working strongly with us 
when we find ourselves in difficult situations anyway  - even though it is mainly at these 
times when we feel them supporting us ‘the least’.  In fact, this is when we might 
‘challenge them’ most often by saying ‘Angels, WHY aren’t you with me? WHY aren’t you 
listening to me? 

Simply put, difficult situations are where we can have the most to gain, at a soul level.  
From a ‘big picture perspective’,  obstacles, setbacks and disappointments are where 
our soul can grow stronger and wiser.   Sometimes our Angels will allow us into these 
rocky areas on our Life path and then ‘double down’ on the Angel time being spent with 
us in order to make sure we come out on the other side…safely….and stronger….and 
wiser.  

The rocky roads are truly the ones that we can gain the most from and certainly where 
our Angels are around us most strongly.  If you are on a ‘rocky patch’ on your pathway at 
the moment, take a few moments to connect with your Angels.  

Start by breathing in deeply and then exhaling fully.  This clears any unwanted energies 
from around or within you and allows your Angels to connect with you more closely….do 
this a few times in a row, several times throughout the day or spend time in meditation to 
ensure this connection remains clear

Continue by saying “Angels, I thank you for being with me always and particularly at this 
time in my life.  I know that you are here for me; guiding me, strengthening me and 
surrounding me with peace, harmony, love and strength.  I am open to receiving your 
support and appreciate all guidance and healing you are sending me now and in every 
moment.”

Shining Angel Light onto your pathway, 
Stacey MacDonald
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